
Sasso Trolcia 
46°17'22.02"N / 8°37'58.99"E – 620 m a.s.l. - Exposition N 

(source: http://www.kletternschweiz.ch/)

 

The Sasso Trolcia, maybe known for its 

routes like "Nodo Infinito"  

(C. Cugini, 1995) or the "Via Casarotto" (R. 

Casarotto, 1980), did not get a lot of attention 

during the last two decades. 

However this summer (2014), Roman Hutzli 

and Tim Ehry explored the northern buttress 

and began to open up routes. The result are 

amazing crack climbs in fantastic rock and 

situated in surroundings that can easily stand 

comparison with Yosemite Valley!  

Character: 

All routes require mobile protection in addition to the existing bolts! For the required 

material see route list below. The routes were established by Roman Hutzli and Tim 

Ehry in September 2014 and first ascents were made ground up ("Happy Lizzard" by 

R. Hutzli, solo). 

Further lines are planned… 

 

Approach: 

From the parking area across the suspension bridge and at its end to the right onto 

the hiking trail leading towards "Cascata del Soladino". When the trail reaches the 

rock wall of the Sasso for the first time (ca. 30 min), continue for 50m and then follow 

the path on the left leading directly along the  wall (start "Casarotto"). Continue along 

the steepening tracks around the prominent buttress until you are in a light birch 

forest on the north side and have regained the view to the valley. Surmount a few 



steps and continue in direction of the gorge (50m) to the starting point of "Happy 

Lizzard" (bolt). 50min. 

All marked belays are suited for abseiling. 60m rope is enough. But it is always 

preferable to abseil via the route "Salmon Crack" (except of "Ants Paradise")! 

 

Route-List:  

 

Nr. Route Grade Height Material 

1 Ants Paradise 6c+ 30m 1 Set BD Cams up to size 4 

2 Happy Lizzard 6b+ 4 pitches 1 Set BD Cams up to size 4 

3 Salmon Crack 7a 5 pitches 2 Sets BD Cams up to size 4, 1x size 5 very helpful, 1 Set C3 

4 Birch Crack 6a+ 25m 2 Sets BD Cams up to size 3, 1 Set C3, 60m rope 

5 Maggia Vision 6c+ 2 pitches 2 Sets BD Cams up to size 3, 1x size 4 helpful, 1 Set C3 
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